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Artist: Dean Paules, Pennsylvania
Since the mid-1980’s, Dean Paules has devoted himself to
portraiture. Upon graduating high school, Paules studied electronics and
later graduated from Rehrig Technical School in Baltimore. Although
Paules’ career was successful, including working for two corporations and
being vice-president of one industry, he sold his plastics molding firm and
turned to portraiture full time.
Primarily self-taught, Paules has taken numerous seminars with
renowned portrait artists, and is a member of the American Society of
Portrait Artists. In 1991, he won the John Howard Sanden Award for
excellence in Portrait Painting at the National Portrait Seminar in Atlanta.
Among his many commissions are Nobel Prize Laureate, Dr. George
Hitchings, and former North Carolina Governor Dan Moore.
Whether a Paules portrait emphasizes emotion or restraint, it is always a minutely detailed painting,
unerringly true to life. He paints palpable textures as lustrous satin, crisply delicate laces, and richly burnished
wood. Of his art, Paules says that through the medium of skilled portraiture, the human face, and more
importantly, the personality of an individual, can be captured as a lasting treasure. “How marvelous that the last
creative act of God, his crowning piece of handiwork, was mankind; immortality set in motion by the Creator.”
Paules believes it to be a challenge and a thrill to be a portrait artist, and deeply enjoys the excitement of each
new portrait. Working closely with his subjects, the finished works represents in the painted face and form the
very personification of the subject.
If you are interested in commissioning Dean Paules for an oil portrait, please contact Arnold McRae,
President of LEONLOARDCOMMISSIONEDPORTRAITS, at 800.270.9017

PORTRAIT PRICING FOR DEAN PAULES
01.15

Head and shoulders ............................................................................................................................................. $25,000
Half figure with hands ........................................................................................................................................ $30,000
Three-quarter Figure .......................................................................................................................................... .$35,000
Full length Figure .............................................................................................................................................. .$40,000
Each additional figure on one canvas .......................................................................................................................75%

Prices are uniform worldwide, and are not negotiable.
The frame is not included in the price.
The actual costs of artist’s travel expenses for portrait consultation session will be billed and collected separately by artist.
Client can come to artist’s studio, otherwise he makes a trip to client's home. Trip takes 2 days, usually on a weekend, to
become acquainted with subject, and to take photos for decision on pose. Artist then completes portrait in his studio
Prices subject to change. Travel extra and additional backgrounds extra for some artists.
Representing the nation’s finest original portrait painters for over half a century.
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